Let wn(x, y) be the complete normal orthogonal eigenfunctions of the boundary value problem -2+
+W O (1) Jx2 by2
w(x, y) = 0 on C.
Where C-Gs the boundary of a regular region R, the (6) (ii) At every point in the region the series (5) is summable (J12, 4)2 to a bounded measurable function f(x, y), i.e., t--o-0 ( n t)2 the series on the left converging for t > 0.
*Then (5) is the Fourier eigenfunction series of f(x, y). We indicate the general outlines of the proof:
The sum of the convergent series on the left of (7) and lettifig t -0 we obtain the theorem.
We might add in conclusion, hypothesis (i) will be fulfilled if an tends to zero as rapidly as A,U ' or (log un) -'-' or (log An) -i (log log An)-', 
